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FOREWORD 

All thanks to one and only Allah SWT, for the grace that was given to 

researcher so these researches with the title “The Rationalization of Hijabers to 

Imitate Hijab Style From Instagram” was finished. 

During the writing process, researcher realized that in the paper that was 

written, there were so many mistakes and flaws because the lack of knowledge 

that the researcher has. But thanks to all the blessing and courage from a lot of 

parties, this proposal was finished. For that, researcher wants to give a lot of 

thanks to: 

1. Mr. Ponco as my thesis supervisor. Thanks for the guide and support also for 

all the words that gave me courage to finish this thesis. Also Mr. Afdal as my 

thesis defence chairman and Mrs. Sofia as my examiner, thank you for all the 

suggestions to make my thesis even better. 

2. Lecturers of Mercu Buana University. Thanks you for the guide and support 

to all the students to finish their final paper. Especially to all final paper 

advisors that help us perfecting our paper.  

3. Beloved parent, Acep Suherman and Tenia. Because without their prayers 

and wisdom, researcher wouldn’t even motivated to finish this paper. 

4. One and only sister Mezaluna Dinda Azuri. Although the troubles are more 

prominent than the helps, thank you for all the jokes and the courage. Don’t 

ever stop speaking with English and Japanese as our speaking practice. 

5. All my friends at Mercu Buana University that can’t be said one by one. 

Thank you for all the jokes and talks that make college days weren’t boring. 
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In the end, researcher only able to say a lot of thanks to parties that had been 

said above and also all the parties that couldn’t be said one by one. In this 

research, researcher fully realized that this paper was far from perfection, 

therefore constructive critics and suggestions are really appreciated. And like the 

researcher said in the beginning, hope that this paper would be very helpful to the 

people who reading it. 

Jakarta, 6 February 2018 

Researcher 
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